Ongoing Contract: Thriving Non-Profits Program Coach
Thriving Non-Profits is a cohort-based program of Scale Collaborative. Thriving Non-Profits has been
delivered in-person in community for six years and in 2021 expanded into a blended online delivery
model to support increased demand and to provide the program to increased regions.
Thriving Non-Profits supports non-profit organizations and charities to develop financial resiliency
through integrating an entrepreneurial mindset and developing additional revenue streams so that
organizations can weather financial ups and downs and increase their impact. Tailored individualized
organizational coaching is one of the key components of the Thriving Non-Profits program.
Thriving Non-Profits continues to expand into more regions across Canada and would like to engage
with a diverse group of coaches to support the delivery of the program. Coaching can be done online.
Learn more at www.thrivingnonprofits.ca
Thriving Non-Profits Coach is responsible to provide coaching to assigned individual organizations as an
organization participates in the cohort program and develops their revenue diversification plan and
presents that strategy to the cohort.
Desired Qualifications:
• You have a passion for and an understanding of the non-profit and charity sector
• You bring an entrepreneurial, growth mindset
• You have experience coaching and/ or are a natural coach
• You have experience with entrepreneurial thinking within non-profits and charities
• You have experience or are currently an Executive Director, staff or Board Member of a nonprofit
• You have a passion for building capacity, and have experience in hosting team-based learning
and/ or coaching experiences
• You take initiative and are self-motivated
• You are easy to talk to and can build trust with variety of peoples
• You can think on your feet to offer advice and examples on potential revenue
streams for non-profits and charities, from traditional streams to innovative streams
• You are looking to share your expertise and increase positive social, environmental and cultural
impact
• You are interested in providing coaching at various times of the year
Contract Hours are varied as they are based on when and where a cohort is running. Each cohort is
approximately five months long. You would coach three to four organizations per cohort:
•
35 – 43 hours over a cohort program, which is approximately 4 months involvement per cohort
(exact hours are based on coaching either three or four organizations per cohort so would change if
you coached more or less)
•
Most coaching hours are flexible on days worked and which hours

•
Cohorts will be at various times throughout the year and there is flexibility in which cohort(s)
you coach
•
Coaching is based on $60/hour + GST and invoicing is paid 50% at beginning of cohort and 50%
at end of cohort.
•
The Thriving Non-Profits team will provide you coaching support, such as:
• Digital and technical support to the organizations on the online programming, google
folders and other support your organizations may need
• Lead generation on coaching opportunities
• Gather organizational information, such as financials, strategic plan, and other
information you may need for your coaching relationships
• Identify organizations that would value having support and match your skills to
organizations
• Provide email and ongoing support

Scale Collaborative is committed to building a team that brings diverse perspectives and is inclusive
for all. Coaches with diverse backgrounds are encouraged to apply. This is how we are building a
diverse team:
We recognize non-Canadian work experience on par with Canadian work experience
We are eager to learn and integrate BIPOC and 2SLGBTQQIAP+ identifying perspectives into the
work of building an inclusive economy
• We value life experience as much as educational background
• We believe in giving young people the opportunity to do impactful work that combines
opportunity and responsibility

•
•

Please submit your cover letter and resume or reach out to Kristi Rivait for further conversation
krivait@scalecollaborative.ca

